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Resonant sensors can detect chemical and biological analytes by measuring shifts in the 

resonant frequency due to adsorption-induced mass changes. This work describes a sensing 

approach that provides the sensitivity of nanoscale devices without sacrificing capture area 

through the use of highly porous surface so as to increase the adsorbed mass. Three strategies for 

exceptional capturing area are studied to achieve high sensitivity gas sensors; (1) porous-etched 

silicon resonator, (2) ZIF (zeolitic imidazolate framework)-agglomerated resonator by drop 

casting, and (3) ZIF-coupled resonator by dielectrophoresis.  

Microscale silicon resonators with nanoscale pores are developed for increased surface area. 

Increased mechanical stability and detection performance are also achieved by keeping parts of 

the resonating device nonporous and adding a receptor coating. Partially-porous silicon 
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resonators and receptor-coated partially-porous silicon resonators are improved up to 165% and 

654% in resonator sensitivity, respectively, as compared to nonporous silicon resonators.  

This work also presents ZIF-agglomerated resonators whose sensitivity shows an 

improvement up to 78 times (780% improvement) over the silicon resonators with identical 

dimensions while additionally utilizing the inherently selective adsorption properties of ZIFs. 

ZIF nanoparticles provide previously unattainable surface area as well as the ability to tailor 

crystal structure for inherent selectivity. A unique fabrication technique in combination with a 

drop casting method is presented, enabling deposition of a wide variety of materials on released 

MEMS devices by providing a temporary support layer of photoresist. 

Lastly, ZIF nanoparticles are coupled to resonators using dielectrophoresis (DEP) to 

maximize adsorption of ZIFs so as to gain further sensitivity enhancement. By utilizing an 

inherently sensitive and selective adsorption property of ZIFs, amplitude of frequency shift 

shows a sensitivity improvement up to 158 times over the silicon resonator. Also, consistent 

decay constant of the frequency shift provide significant chemical recognition ability of the ZIF-

coupled resonant sensor.  
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 Introduction Chapter 1

Sensors are devices that are able to interface the chemical and physical world with, in most 

cases, that of electronics in order to store, process and present data. For example, a gas sensor 

detects the presence of various gases within an area and transduces it into a resulting signal, 

usually as part of a health and safety system (e.g., medical diagnostics, air quality monitoring, 

and detection of toxic and explosive materials). There are continuing needs for the development 

of fast, sensitive, reliable, and cheap sensors in environmental, agricultural, biomedical, and 

industrial applications.  

1.1 Gas detection 

Gas molecules interact with solid-state sensors by absorption, adsorption or chemical 

reactions with the sensor materials. There are many ways to detect gases by monitoring various 

physical/chemical changes. The most common types of changes used in gas sensor systems are 

shown in Table 1 for a range of sensing techniques.  

 Conductivity sensors 1.1.1

Metal oxides and conducting polymers are the most commonly used sensing materials in 

conductivity sensors, which are based on the principle that changes in the material properties 

resulting from interaction with analytes lead to a change in resistance in the sensor. The materials 

are coated on interdigitated or parallel electrodes so as to form electrical connections, as shown 

in Figure 1 [1]. 

Metal oxide sensors typically consist of a metal-oxide (e.g., SnO2, TiO2, ZnO, ZrO2) 

deposited on a ceramic substrate, such as alumina. The resistance is retained to a background 

level at equilibrium when oxygen from the air is dissolved in the metal-oxides’ lattice. During 



 

 

2 

 

the measurement, the volatile analytes are adsorbed at the surface and react with the dissolved 

oxygen species, causing a further change in the resistance of the device. The sensitivity and 

selectivity of the metal oxide sensors are determined by the choice of the semiconductor material, 

the modification by doping, and the operational temperature. Since very high temperatures 

(typically 200-500 ˚C) are necessary for achieving effective reactions, a heating element should 

be integrated with the sensor when metal oxides are employed as a sensing material [1].  

 

Table 1. Summary of properties of sensor types 

  Principle Sensor type Advantages Disadvantages 

Conductivity 

Metal oxides  Fast response High operating temperature 

Polymer 
composites 

Cheap, various materials for 
selectivity 

Response drift due to aging 

Piezoelectricity 

SAW Fast response, IC integratable 
Difficult to integrate 
Poor signal-to-noise 

performance 

QCM 
Stable quality, diverse range 

of coating 
Difficult to integrate 

Optical 
intensity/spectrum 

Optical fibers 
Immune to electromagnetic 
environments, diverse range 

of coating 

Short lifetime due to 
photobleaching,  

Need light detection, 
Difficult to integrate 

Porous silicon  IC integratable 
Difficult to reproduce, need 

light detection 

Work function MOSFET 
CMOS comparability, 

reproducibility, low cost 
Response drift due to 

temperature 

Mechanical 
motion 

Cantilever 
Ultrafine minimum detectable 

mass, reduced size, on-chip 
integration 

Fragility to mechanical shock 

 

 

Polymer composite sensors work on the principle that vapor analytes permeate into the 

polymer and cause the polymer film to expand, inducing an increase in the electrical resistance 
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arising from reduction of the number of conductive pathways for charge carriers due to the 

expansion of the polymer. The response depends on the permeability and mobility of the anlaytes 

inside the polymer, the volume of the polymer, and the operational temperature. Because various 

polymers are available on the market, high discrimination of the sensor can be easily achieved 

with relatively inexpensive costs. The main drawback, however, is aging, resulting in drift of the 

sensor [2].  

 

 

Figure 1. Typical structure of a conductivity sensor [1]. 

 

 Piezoelectric sensors 1.1.2

QCM (quartz crystal microbalance) and SAW (surface acoustic wave) sensors consist of a 

piezoelectric material coated with a sensing membrane and electrodes. When an ac voltage is 

applied across the piezoelectric quartz crystal, inducing oscillation at its resonant frequency, 

increase in mass due to adsorbate species on the membrane modulates the resonant frequency, as 

shown in Figure 2 [3]. The SAW sensors detect the frequency of the acoustic wave, which is 

created by one electrode pair and then changed during propagating through a sensing membrane, 

as shown is Figure 3 [4]. The difference between QCM and SAW is the oscillating mode, in the 

entire bulk and at the surface, respectively. The selectivity and sensitivity rely on the 
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composition of the coated membrane for sensing, which enables the sensors to be tuned for 

certain adsorbate species. One current challenge for piezoelectric sensors is that they are difficult 

to integrate [5]. Besides, a good calibration technique is required to correlate obtained data [6].  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Quartz crystal microbalance with sensing material [3]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Surface acoustic wave sensor [4]. 

 

 Optical sensors 1.1.3

Fluorescence techniques generally employ optical fibers [7]. The sides or tips of the optic 

fibers are coated with fluorescent dyes. The polarity of the light in the fibers is affected by 

analyte molecules, allowing changes in the dye’s optical properties, such as intensity and 
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wavelength, as shown in Figure 4. The sensitivity of the fiber sensor is related to the type of 

fluorescent dye or mixture of dyes. However, the supporting electronics are very complex, 

leading to increased cost. In addition, the sensors have quite a short lifetime because the optical 

changes from the fluorescent dyes are accompanied with photobleaching [8]. Thus, effective 

monitoring temporal responses should be prepared.   

Visible photoluminescence from porous silicon has attracted considerable attention. The 

efficiency and wavelength range of the emitted light are affected by modulated photonic 

bandgaps of the porous silicon surface, which is apparently dependent on geometry of pores, as 

shown in Figure 5 [9]. Hence, the factors that affect the sensitivity include pore size, depth, 

density, and uniformity. Due to its large internal surface and high chemical reactivity with the 

environment, the porous silicon has stimulated great interest on sensing applications. However, 

since formation of pores inside silicon significantly varies depending on the property and quality 

of the substrate silicon (e.g., doping type and concentration, defects, and uniformity of doping), 

reproducibility of the sensor must still be worked out [10]. Moreover, diverse ranges of 

functionalization are restricted because the characteristics of photoluminescence are strongly 

dependent on porous surface condition.  

 

 

Figure 4. Optical fiber sensor for gas detection [7]. 
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Figure 5. Cross-section image of fabricated porous silicon [9].  

 

 MOSEFET (Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor) sensors 1.1.4

As shown in Figure 6, the MOSFET sensor is based on changes in threshold voltage and 

source-drain current due to interaction of the gate material, usually a catalytic metal, with 

analytes [11]. The interaction means a change in the work function of the metal and the oxide 

insulator of the gate derived from changes in charge carriers. The MOSFET sensors offer a high 

sensitivity and a real simplicity in function. In addition, the possibility of easily combining with 

control electronics allows simplified design of an entire sensor system. The factors that affect the 

sensitivity of the FET-based devices include operating temperature, composition and structure of 

the catalytic metal. In order to achieve a high surface-to-bulk ratio for analyte accessibility, 

various nanowires and nanotubes can be deployed on the gate or channel between source and 

drain of the MOSFET. However, the MOSFET should overcome issues arising from 

temperature-induced drifts [12, 13].  
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Figure 6. MOSFET gas sensor with gas sensitive membrane deposited on top of SiO2 [11]. 

 

 Cantilever sensors 1.1.5

MEMS and NEMS devices create opportunities for novel, label-free detectors with high 

sensitivity and fine resolution. They are based on the change of mechanical motion induced by 

stress on their surface or their own resonant frequency due to interaction with adsorbate species.  

In a first operating mode, static deflection of the cantilever is detected, based on change in 

difference of surface stress between the two faces of the cantilever. A bending is explained by 

Stoney’s formula, [14] 

Equation 1 

z � 3�1 � ν
���� σ 

Here, z is the displacement, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, L is the length, E is the Young’s modulus, t 

is the thickness, and σ is the surface stress of the cantilever. Accordingly, this technique has been 

used to directly measure change in surface stress as a sensing method by functionalizing one 

surface with a specific receptor material. When analyte binds to the surface, causing the surface 

stress, the cantilever will bend up or down depending on direction of the stress. From Equation 1, 

it is clear that the amplitude of deflection is related to the length and thickness of the cantilever, 

so that longer and thinner devices are preferred for improved motion detection. Particularly this 
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principle is most promising to study in biological reactions that take place in liquid, such as 

detecting antigen or antibody [15, 16]. It is because a static deformation of the cantilever in 

liquid is relatively insensitive to damping and thus energy dissipation than a dynamic motion 

used for dynamic operation, which is described in the following paragraph.  

The second operating mode of the cantilever sensors is based on the fact that the resonant 

frequency of the cantilever depends on the total mass of the cantilever and the resonant 

frequency shifts downward as the mass increases. The mechanism will be explained in detail in 

Chapter 2, and this work shall focus on the so-called resonant devices. 

Compared to aforementioned gas sensor techniques, especially commercially available gas 

sensors such as the QCM and SAW sensors, the resonant nano/micromechanical cantilever 

features the advantages of high sensitivity, ultrafine minimum detectable mass, reduced device 

size, on-chip integrated self-sensing elements such as piezoresistors, CMOS compatibility, and 

integration into arrays for multiplexing, as compared in Table 1. Thus, cantilever sensors are 

promising for a sensor platform for the detection of chemical and biological analytes. However, 

energy dissipations, which impact performances of MEMS/NEMS resonators operating at room 

temperature, are still not fully understood [17].  
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Table 2. Examples of performances of each sensor type. 

Sensor type Sensitivity 
Detected 

range 
Detection 

limit 
Reference 

Polymer 
composites 

1×10-3% (∆R/R)/ppm  
for ethanol at 50 kΩ 

100-10000 
ppm 

≤ 1 ppm [18] 

5×10-3% (∆R/R)/ppm  
for C3H8 at 350 ˚C 

250-2000 
ppm 

≤ 1 ppm [1] 

QCM 
0.3×10-6% ((∆f/f)/ppm  

for H2O at 10 MHz  
(0.03 Hz/ppm) 

1000-8000 
ppm 

1 ng mass 
change 

[19] 

Optic fiber 
1×10-3% (absorbance)/ppm  

for NH3 
200-10000 

ppm 
1 ppm [20] 

MOSFET 
0.5×10-3% ((∆V/V)/ppm  

for toluene at 0.595 V 
(2.8 uV/ppm) 

0.1 ppm ≤ 1 ppm [11] 

Resonant 
cantilever 

1.3×10-3% (∆f/f)/ppm  
for DIMP (diisopropylmethyl 

phosphonate) at 8 MHz  
(7.7 kHz/ppm)  

0.1-1.5 ppm 0.6 ppb [21] 

 

 

1.2 Organization 

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 details the background and theory of MEMS/NEMS resonant sensors.  

Chapter 3 describes the design and the fabrication of the porous silicon resonators.  

Chapter 4 is an explanation of the receptor-coated porous silicon resonators. 

Chapter 5 is a study of ZIF (zeolitic imidazolate framework)-agglomerated resonator, which is 

fabricated by drop casting method. 

Chapter 6 demonstrates enhanced sensitivity and selectivity using the ZIF-coupled resonator 

using dielectrophoresis force.  

Chapter 7 is a summary of the work. 
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 MEMS/NEMS resonant sensors Chapter 2

Until the late 1980s, the main detection methods used in sensors include thermoelectric effect 

(Seebeck effect) [22], electrochemical approach (potentiometric or amperometric) [23], optical 

spectroscopy [23], and mass detection by piezoelectricity [24]. Thereafter, advances in 

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have developed sensors that involve transduction of 

mechanical energy. Especially, development of microfabricated cantilevers for atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), which utilized sharp tip to mechanically inquire surface geometry, implied 

an important milestone in technological approaches to MEMS sensors. More recently, scaling the 

dimensions of the mechanical structures has led to a new generation of systems called 

nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) [25]. Operations of MEMS/NEMS sensors are based on 

mechanical motions and deformations of their microfabricated components, such as single-

clamped beams (cantilevers), double-clamped suspended beams (bridges), or suspended 

diaphragms. MEMS/NEMS are being considered for sensing application with a hope of 

acquiring better sensitivity because the relative change of analyte is bigger for smaller devices.  

MEMS/NEMS resonators have been employed in a wide variety of applications, including 

force or displacement detection, scanning probe microscopy, and resonant mass sensing of 

chemical and biological species. In physical, chemical and biological application, the vibrational 

motion of the device is changed by binding events on the device surface altering the total mass, 

allowing for measurement of the mass via a shift in resonant frequency. (Given its small mass 

changes, resonator’s compliance is unaffected.) As shown in Figure 7, The tiny active mass of 

the devices enables them to be extremely sensitive to added mass of the adsorbates [26], [27] 

[28].  
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Figure 7. SEM image of a 2 µm long, doubly-clamped NEMS resonator and zeptogram-scale mass 

sensing experimental result [25, 28]. 

 

2.1 Theory of resonant sensors 

 Resonant device principles 2.1.1

A mechanical resonator can be modeled as a simple harmonic oscillator. Given a mass-spring 

system as shown in Figure 8, which is a point mass	�, suspended from a motionless support by a 

massless spring having stiffness �, the goal is to find a relationship that describes oscillating 

properties.  

 

 
Figure 8. Mass-spring system. 
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Using Newton’s second law, applied forces are given by ∑�� � �� � ��� � � ������ , where �� 
are the individual forces consisting of the system. In this simplest case which has only one force 

element from the spring, ������ � ���, the equation of motion is written in the form 

Equation 2 

m�� " �� � 0 

Solution of the differential equation is given by 

Equation 3 x�t
 � Asin�*+ " ϕ
 
where *+ � - ./ , the natural frequency of undamped oscillations, A is the amplitude, and ϕ is the 

initial phase of free oscillation.  

In the case of oscillations in the presence of friction and external driving force, the system is 

illustrated as shown in Figure 9.  

 

 
Figure 9. Mass-spring system in the presence of friction and external driving force. 

 

The individual forces are from the spring, dashpot, and externally applied force, 0�
. The 

governing equations for the spring and dashpot are ������ � ���, ��2�3�4� � �5�6 . Summing 

all these forces gives 
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Equation 4 

0�
 � �� � 5�6 � ���  
Assuming that only periodic signals are used, the transfer function H�s
 is given by Fourier 

analysis 

Equation 5 

H�w
 � X�w
��*
 � 1/�
�*� " ;* 5� " �� 

which is illustrated in Figure 10.  

For systems with small dissipation (small b), the resonant frequency is approximately given by 

Equation 6 

w< � =km , or	0+ � 12B=km 

The resonant frequency is generally used as a starting point in estimating the mass sensitivity of 

resonant sensors of various and sizes. 

 

 
Figure 10. Transfer function vs. frequency for a mass-spring-dashpot system. At resonance, the mass and 

spring pass harmoniously back and forth between one another. The amplitude at resonance is determined 

by driving force and dissipation from the dashpot.  
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 Sensitivity as a mass sensor 2.1.2

For mass sensitivity of a resonant sensor, taking the natural log of Equation 6, we have 

Equation 7 

ln�0
 � ln D 12BE " 12 ln��
 � 12 ln	��
 
Assuming the equivalent stiffness of the resonator due to an infinitesimal dimensional change, 

Differentiated Equation 7 predicts that the change in the resonant frequency will be  

Equation 8 F00 � �12 F��  

This expression assumes that an elastic property (therefore the stiffness) of the resonator is 

unaffected (i.e. F� G 0
 by small changes in mass by the added analytes (i.e.	F� ≪ �). Thus 

the mass sensitivity is typically defined as the resonant frequency shift per unit loaded mass 

Equation 9 F0F� � �12 0� 

For example, in the case of the translational frequency mode of the single-ended cantilever 

with an equivalent Young’s modulus �  and equivalent mass density I  (Figure 11), the mass 

sensitivity is 

Equation 10 

∆0∆� � �12 �K/�4BIM/� 1N�M 

where � � OPQRSTR  and � � INU�. Equation 10 clearly motivates approaches to increase in the 

mass sensitivity of cantilever sensors. The first approach is to reduce the size of the cantilever. 

When the dimensions of the cantilever shrink by a factor α, the mass sensitivity will be improved 
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by αS . Another approach is to use lighter and stiffer materials instead of silicon in order to 

decrease the mass density and to increase the Young’s modulus. 

 

 
Figure 11. Schematic of cantilever in a translational mode (left) and resonant frequency shift caused from 

adsorption of mass (right). 

 

2.2 Enhancement of sensitivity 

 Scaling of resonant sensors 2.2.1

A variety of methods to enhance the sensitivity of MEMS/NEMS resonant sensors have been 

explored, including scaling the devices to smaller size [29], treatments of sensor surfaces to 

improve quality factor [30], [31], modifications of readout schemes of sensors to measure more 

efficiently [32], and explorations of different resonator materials to obtain relevant properties 

such as hardness [33], [34].  

As the aforementioned example of the simple cantilever, a straightforward approach to 

enhance the sensitivity is to miniaturize the dimensions of the sensor device. From Equation 9 

the change of the resonant frequency is given by   

Equation 11 

∆0 � �12∆�� 0+ 
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In general, when the dimensions are decreased, the resonant frequency increases and the mass 

decreases. Therefore, improved sensitivity (i.e., larger fractional frequency shifts (∆f / f0)) can be 

achieved by miniaturization due to scaling (i.e., ratio of adsorbed mass to resonator mass (∆m / 

m)), which is the reason for scaling sensors toward nanometer dimensions. Substantial research 

has been undertaken in exploring the fundamental limits of resonant sensor performance, 

resulting in the ability to detect mass with zeptogram resolution [28] and quantum ground state 

[35]. However, ultrahigh vacuum (10-10 Torr) and/or extremely low temperatures (25 mK) are 

required for these fundamental studies in order to reduce noise, thereby improving resolution. 

While extremely useful for scientific study, these pressure and temperature conditions are not 

feasible for all situations, such as portable sensing systems. Besides, device scaling, which is 

beneficial for increased sensitivity, does create additional challenges. For example, ultra-small 

sensors suffer from increased accumulation time, which means that longer time is required for 

the analyte molecules to find the device.  

Assuming a disk-shaped sensor detecting a hydrogen gas, the required accumulation time for 

the number of molecules attached to such device’s surface is determined by 

Equation 12 

 � W4XWYZ+� 

where N is the number of molecules, D is the diffusion coefficient of molecules (in this case, 

hydrogen gas), NA is the Avogadro’s number, c0 is the concentration of gas, and a is the radius of 

the sensor [36]. From the Equation 12, Figure 12 plots times required for sensors with radius 

ranging between 1 nm and 1 mm to accumulate different number of molecules. For example, a 

sensor with a radius of 10 nm needs about 1 hour for collecting molecules of 1 fg in 1 ppb (parts 

per billion) hydrogen environment.  
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Figure 12. Required time for accumulating analyte molecules on a disk-shaped surface. Hydrogen gas 

molecules at 1 ppb are used as a model analyte for this example. For radii below 10 nm, more than one 

hour is necessary to detect 1 fg of analytes. 

 

This problem is most pronounced for detection of low concentrations [36], unless specific 

methods such as highly controlled flux of analytes are applied [28]. If we consider an application 

of resonant sensors in liquid, the required time for detection becomes more critical, as the 

diffusion of analytes in liquid is far slower than in gas (typically, about four orders of magnitude) 

[37].  

Furthermore, smaller devices have shown a trend of decreased quality factor. Figure 13 

summarizes quality factor dependence on resonator sizes from the literature [27, 28, 38-49]. 

Given thermally driven random motion of the mechanical device, the minimum measurable 

frequency shift can be defined by [50] 
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Equation 13 

∆0/�� � 1[=0+�\]^�_  

where A is the amplitude of oscillation, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, B is 

the bandwidth, k is the spring constant, and Q is the quality factor. Consequently, scaling of 

resonators may result in degradation of detectable frequency shift.  

 

 

Figure 13. Quality factor vs. resonator size, where thickness is defined in the direction of the smallest 

dimension. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.  

 

This work describes a sensing approach that provides the sensitivity of nanoscale devices 

through increasing the adsorbed mass (∆m) without sacrificing capture area, rather than through 

decreasing the resonator mass (m).  
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2.3 Surface enhanced resonant sensors 

The goal of this work is to investigate porous materials to enhance the sensitivity and 

sensitivity of the resonant sensors for gas sensing applications using standard top-down 

microscale fabrication processes. The primary advantage of porous micromechanical resonators 

is an increased surface area for enhanced adsorption of a desired analyte without aforementioned 

issues due to scaling. This, in turn, leads to a larger resonant frequency shift and range of 

detectable mass shifts when compared with non-porous sensors. Three strategies will be 

introduced to achieve high sensitivity gas sensors;  

(1) Integration of porous silicon into the silicon resonator structure,  

(2) Functionalization of porous silicon surface through a receptor coating,  

(3) Coupling of ultra-high porous materials (i.e., zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs)) to 

the silicon resonator. To couple the porous materials, two different approaches (i.e., drop casting 

method and dielectrophoresis method) will be discussed.  
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 Porous silicon resonators Chapter 3

To offer impressive mass sensitivity, porous materials have been employed to increase the 

surface area of adsorption. Specifically, porous silicon has been proposed for many applications 

in sensor technology because of its unique material properties; optical [51], electrical [52], 

thermal [53], and structural [54]. Despite its large surface area and high chemical activity, 

approaches for mechanical devices of porous silicon have been limited by reduced stiffness and 

structural integrity. Therefore, porous materials have previously been limited for use as a coating 

on the surface of solid resonators to increase the surface area of adsorption [55, 56]. 

Both miniaturization and the addition of surface coatings can add additional complexity to 

fabrication, functionalization, and readout. However, nanoscale sensitivity from widely available 

microscale fabrication techniques can potentially be achieved in the approach described here. 

Porous silicon resonators are designed to provide increased sensitivity in resonant vapor sensors 

by making use of the increased surface area, where the resonant structure itself is fabricated from 

porous silicon. This work also focuses on resonators with target regions of porosity, called 

partially-porous silicon resonators. The partially-porous resonator, as illustrated in Figure 14, 

allows for the combination of surface enhancement from porous silicon and structural integrity 

from solid silicon, which is more robust during fabrication and easier to test. The nonporous 

silicon resonators of this work consist of whole polycrystalline silicon. For the fully-porous 

resonators, both center paddle and torsional beams consist of porous-etched silicon. For the 

partially-porous resonators, only the center paddle is porous-etched, and the torsional beams and 

the center paddle remain whole polycrystalline silicon in order to maintain their stiffness. The 

porous etch for the porous-etched device is not through the entire thickness of the device. As 
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described in the next section, the porous devices are composed of a layer of porous silicon on top 

of a layer of nonporous silicon.     

 

 

Figure 14. Schematic diagrams of (a) the nonporous silicon resonator, (b) the fully-porous silicon 

resonator, and (c) the partially-porous silicon resonator. The nonporous silicon resonator consists of 

whole polycrystalline silicon deposited with LPCVD. While both center paddle and torsional beams of 

the fully-porous structures consist of porous-etched silicon, for the partially-porous resonator, only the 

center paddle is porous-etched, and the torsional beams and edges of the center paddle remain nonporous-

etched silicon in order to maintain their stiffness. 

 

3.1 Design and Simulation 

A torsional beam resonator is designed and simulated, as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 

(a). In a range from 100 kHz to 1 MHz, four modes of oscillation are observed. The first mode of 

oscillation, called translational or trampoline mode, corresponds to motion of the center paddle 

normal to the substrate surface, and the second mode, called torsional mode, corresponds to 

rotation of the center paddle about the beam axis.  

In comparison with the translational mode, the torsional mode has the advantage of reduced 

air damping. While the translational mode induces a bending strain of the beams, the generated 

shear strain under the torsional motion is without volume tension or compression, resulting in 

suppressing volume change of the structure. Thereby, the torsional mode effectively restrains 

volume-change-induced thermoelastic dissipation [17, 57]. Furthermore, air damping [58, 59],  
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and clamping loss [60] of resonators in the torsional mode are depressed, contributing to a 

relatively high quality factor.  

  In addition, torsional mode is known to be relatively insensitive to mechanical nonlinear 

effects due to the increase in drive amplitude [61], because the nonlinear effect is induced by 

beam stretching. 

Further, because of the fixed-fixed boundary conditions of this bridge structure, the resonator 

is relatively free from stiction during fabrication. The torsional resonant frequency of the double-

ended beam structure is  

Equation 14 

0+ �	 12B= 4�	KM	*K�1 " `
I	aK	a�	�	*�	��� "	*��
 
where � is the Young’s modulus of the resonator, ` is the Poisson’s ratio, and I is the density of 

the resonator [62, 63]. Figure 16 (a) shows the torsional beam resonator characterized by its 

dimensions, length l1, l2, thickness t1, t2, and width w1, w2	of the torsional beams and the center 

paddle, respectively.  
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Figure 15.  First four modes of oscillation of the designed resonator. (a) First mode corresponds to motion 

of a translational or trampoline mode. (b) Second mode corresponds to twisted motion of a torsional 

mode. (c) and (d) Additional modes are observed at higher frequencies. Note that change in color from 

blue to red illustrates greater displacement; however, amplitude of displacement of each mode is 

normalized to its maximum value.  

 

Figure 17 (a) and (b) show the change of the resonant frequencies of the fully-porous and 

partially-porous silicon resonator for different etch times for different thickness of porous silicon 

layer as a function of Young’s modulus of the top porous silicon layer of the two-layered 

structures. In the same figure the experimentally measured frequency values are plotted for each 

resonator type with the same dimensions, which are porous-etched for 10, 20 and 30 seconds. 
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Figure 16. (a) Schematic diagram of resonator (l1 = 45 µm, w1 = 10 µm, l2 = w2 = 45 µm) with a 

composite nonporous and porous silicon layer of thickness tb and tt, respectively. (b) Fabricated porous 

silicon layer on the polysilicon in cross-section view.  

 

The porous silicon has a different Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density than 

nonporous silicon, depending on its porosity. Silicon that has been porous etched partway 

through its thickness can be modeled as a two-layered stack structure, which includes a bottom 

layer of nonporous silicon and a top layer of porous silicon, as illustrated in the inset and SEM 

images of Figure 16 [64]. As the Young’s modulus for both the fully-porous and the partially-

porous silicon resonators changes, the responses of the resonant frequencies are estimated by 

COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5 in order to assess unknown effective Young’s modulus of the porous 

silicon layer for this work. The simulated structures consist of 45-µm-long, 10-µm-wide torsional 
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beams and 45-µm-long, 45-µm-wide center paddle with a composite nonporous and porous 

silicon layer. Table 3 compares the thicknesses of layers of each resonator type in Figure 16. 

 

Table 3. Comparison of thickness for each type of resonator. 

Type of resonator 
Thickness of the center paddle Thickness of the center paddle 

tb tt tb tt 

Nonporous Si 470 nm 0 nm 470 nm 0 nm 

Fully-porous Si 280 nm 110 nm 280 nm 110 nm 

Partially-porous Si 470 nm 0 nm 280 nm 110 nm 

   As shown in Figure 16 (a), tb and tt are the thickness of nonporous and porous silicon 
layer, respectively.  

 

 

In the modeling process, a two-layered stack structure is used, where the Young’s modulus of 

the bottom nonporous polysilicon layer was experimentally fit to 135 GPa, and the Young’s 

modulus for the top porous silicon layer is varied from 0.1 GPa to 100 GPa. The density of the 

porous silicon layer affects the Young’s modulus, �b, as described by  

Equation 15 

�� � c�\I��	 
where c  is a constant including the geometric scaling factor (c  = 0.75), �\  is the Young’s 

modulus of nonporous silicon, and I� is the relative density of porous silicon [65]. Equation 15 

is valid for �b < 100 GPa, since �b > 100 GPa makes I� greater than unity. For the Young’s 

modulus of 100 GPa where densities of both silicon layers are almost identical, differences 

between the resonant frequencies of each resonator are as a result of the decrease in thickness 

and density of top porous silicon layer by the porous-etching process. Decrease of the Young’s 
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modulus of the top porous silicon results in a decrease of the resonant frequency of the fully-

porous silicon resonator due to the decrease of the stiffness of the torsional beams. In contrast, 

for the partially-porous silicon resonator, the resonant frequency slightly increases due to the 

density reduction of the center paddle, because the partially-porous silicon resonator has 

nonporous silicon torsional beams. That is, mass is decreased for the partially-porous resonators 

while stiffness remains the same. From the plot, calculated resonant frequencies were compared 

with experimentally measured values of each resonator type. Therefore, the effective Young’s 

modulus of the porous silicon layer used for these devices can be estimated at ~5 GPa by 

measuring each resonant frequency, where differences between measured and calculated values 

are within 7.8%, as presented in Figure 17. Reasons for discrepancy between prediction and 

experiment could include overall thickness variation of the resonators and depth variation of the 

etched pores. 
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Figure 17. Simulated torsional resonant frequencies of resonators with different surfaces of the fully-

porous (a) and the partially-porous silicon resonators (b), respectively. Resonant frequency is simulated 

for a range of Young’s modulus values for the porous silicon. The Young’s modulus is found by fitting 

the simulations to the experimentally measured resonant frequency. The Young’s modulus of the top 

porous silicon layer of the two-layered structures ranges between 0.1 GPa and 100 GPa, while that of the 

bottom nonporous silicon layer remains as constant at 135 GPa. Square, circle, triangle, and star shaped 

points are measured average values for each resonator type etched for 10, 20 and 30 seconds, 

respectively. By comparing simulated resonant frequencies with experimentally measured values of each 

resonator type, the effective Young’s modulus of the porous silicon layer used for these devices can be 

estimated at ~5 GPa. 
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3.2 Fabrication 

Torsional beam resonant gas sensors are designed and fabricated using surface 

micromachining process as shown in Figure 18. The fabrication process is based on a process for 

the fully-porous silicon resonators [66]. The fully-porous, partially-porous, and nonporous 

silicon resonators are simultaneously fabricated on the same silicon wafer to quantify the 

sensitivity enhancement. The resonators are fabricated on 4-inch (100) silicon wafers as the 

substrates, followed by depositions of 5.5-µm-thick silicon dioxide (PECVD, Plasmatherm 790) 

serving as a sacrificial layer and 470-nm-thick polysilicon by LPCVD (Tystar Titan II furnace). 

The structures of the resonators are then defined by photolithography (KarlSuss MA-6 aligner) 

and deep reactive ion etching (SLR 770 ICP). Next, standard photoresist (AZ 5214) is spin 

coated and patterned to serve as a mask for porous etching.  

Electroless metal-assisted etching of the silicon surface is used to porosify the silicon 

structures [67, 68] as described in the following sentences. The wafer is dipped in an Au (gold) 

coating solution, which is made by dissolving 0.01M KAuCl3 (98% Aldrich) in a 10 wt% HF 

solution, for 10 seconds to deposit Au clusters selectively onto the exposed silicon. As illustrated 

in Figure 19, on the upper surface of Au cluster a cathode reaction happens with hydroperoxide, 

and on the bottom surface an anode reaction happens with silicon and HF. These reactions 

supply hole injections into silicon and etched silicon molecules underneath Au clusters, as 

displayed in Table 4. Thin Au clusters served as chemical catalysts for silicon etching. Therefore, 

silicon molecules underneath Au clusters are etched away in the etching solution (49.9% HF, 30% 

H2O2, and H2O with a volume ratio of 1:5:10) for 10-30 seconds depending on desired level of 

porosification. The remaining Au clusters are subsequently removed by immersing the samples 

in Au etchant (651818, Sigma Aldrich) for 15 seconds, followed by removal of the photoresist 
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mask. The electroless metal-assisted porous etching steps are omitted for the nonporous silicon 

resonators and the second photolithography for partial opening of the center paddle is omitted for 

the fully-porous silicon resonators.  

Finally, silicon dioxide sacrificial layers of both nonporous silicon and porous silicon 

resonators are removed by 49% HF solution for 150 seconds and rinsed by deionized water, 

followed by drying using a critical point dryer (CPD, Automegasamdri- 915B) to prevent stiction.  

 

 

Figure 18. Fabrication process for partially-porous silicon resonators. (a) Deposition of SiO2 and 

polysilicon by LPCVD. (b) Photolithography and polysilicon etching by DRIE for defining body of the 

resonator. (c) Photolithography for opening of porous region. (d) Au catalyst layer deposition by E-beam 

evaporator. (e) Porous silicon etching and Au layer removal. (f) Sacrificial layer etching and drying with 

CPD. Step (c) is omitted for fully-porous silicon resonators. 
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Figure 19. Schematic of the electroless metal-assisted porous etch process.  

 

Table 4. Electrochemical reaction of the metal-assisted porous etch 

Cathode reaction 
H2O2 + 2H+  → 2H2O + 2h+ 

2H+ + 2e- → H2 

Anode reaction 
Si + 2e- → H2 

SiF4 + 2HF → H2SiF4 

 

 

Figure 20 shows the change of roughness from the porous etching process, which allows the 

porous silicon resonator to have a larger surface area than the nonporous silicon resonator of the 

same dimensions. It is observed that the nonporous silicon film initially has a 30 nm-deep 

hemispherical grain region, whereas the porous silicon film has nanoscale pores 70 nm, 110 nm, 

and 120 nm into the surface for different porous silicon etch times, shown in Figure 21. Further, 

porous silicon etching makes torsional beams pliable, causing stiction during release of some of 

the fully-porous resonators. The morphology of the porous-etched silicon surface is observed 

with AFM (atomic force microscopy), as presented in Figure 22. With scan range of 5f5 µm2, 

surface area from the images of the nonporous silicon and the porous silicon are 28.5 µm2 and 

158 µm2, respectively.  
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Figure 20. SEM images showing l1 = 45 µm, w1 = 5 µm, and l2 = w2 = 45 µm resonators. (a) Nonporous 

silicon resonator. (b) Fully-porous silicon resonator (c) Partially-porous silicon resonator. Both center 

paddle and torsional beams of nonporous and fully-porous silicon resonators consist of LPCVD-deposited 

silicon and porous-etched silicon, respectively. For the partially-porous resonator, only the center paddle 

is porous-etched. 
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Figure 21. Cross sectional SEM images of porous-etched silicon layer for different etch times, tetch: (a) 0 

second (i.e. nonporous silicon), (b) 10 seconds, (c) 20 seconds, (d) 30 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 22. AFM images of (a) the nonporous silicon and (b) the porous silicon. The porous silicon is 

etched for 30 seconds. The values of the RMS roughness are 7.8 nm and 264 nm, respectively. 
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3.3 Experimental results 

 Experimental Setup 3.3.1

The frequency spectra of the resonant gas sensors are measured with a test setup that consists 

of a Laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV, Polytec OFV-5000), a custom-built vacuum chamber with 

roughing and turbo pumps, a microscope unit (Mitutoyo FS70), and a network analyzer (HP 

8753D), as shown in Figure 23. To induce mechanical resonance, the device is mounted on a 

piezoelectric actuator (Thorlabs AE0203D08F), which is controlled by the stimulus signal of the 

network analyzer. Measurements are performed in a vacuum chamber in order to avoid energy 

losses by air damping and are at room temperature. A stainless-steel reservoir that is connected 

with the vacuum chamber via a metering valve is used to control gas flow. Resonator vibration is 

differentially detected using two laser signals, one focused on the resonator and the other focused 

on the anchor of the resonator. The reflected beams are converted to an electrical signal by the 

LDV controller, and the network analyzer recorded the resonant frequency of the resonator mass 

sensor. Silicon resonators can detect IPA (isopropyl alcohol) vapor since IPA adsorbs to silicon 

surfaces via oxygen atoms [69].  
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Figure 23. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Photos of the experimental setup for mechanical actuation and 

readout by using a Laser Doppler vibrometer. 

 

The first two modes of oscillation for the resonator are a translational mode, corresponding to 

motion of a center paddle normal to a substrate, and a torsional mode, corresponding to rotation 

of the center paddle around the axis of the torsional beams. The LDV system measures the 

difference of motion at different two positions. One reflected beam for reference is positioned on 

the nonmoving pad structure, and the other is on the center of the paddle or edge to see the 

translational mode or torsional mode. After identifying frequency of each mode, one can 

measure each resonant frequency mode on most suitable positions for reflecting beams in order 
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to maximize the height difference of the moving structure (and thus higher detection signal of the 

LDV). As presented in Figure 24, experimental results show the torsional mode has greater peaks 

than the translational mode and the highest amplitude of the signal when the beams are shined 

onto both sides of edge of the center paddle.   
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Figure 24. (a)-(e) Comparison of positions of laser beams of the LDV system. The beams are on edge-

edge, corner-corner, corner-bottom, corner-pad, and center-pad in order. (f) The measured amplitudes of 

each resonance mode depend on the positions of two beams.   
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 Changes in resonator frequency and Q by porosification 3.3.2

Air damping is frequently a dominant energy loss mechanism in sub-GHz devices that are not 

operated under high vacuum [70]. Since operating pressure affects air damping and is dependent 

on vapor concentration, it is necessary to understand the dependence of resonator quality factor 

on pressure. Figure 25 shows changes of quality factor for resonators as a function of pressure. 

The quality factors of each type of resonator are a strong function of pressure down to 0.1 Torr. 

The quality factor, Q, and dependence on pressure, P for the nonporous, fully-porous, and 

partially-porous silicon resonators are of the form Q = 129/P0.953, Q = 168/P0.808, and Q = 

135/P0.823, respectively. The relationship between quality factor and pressure for the simplest 

case has a relationship of the form Q ∝  1/P [71]. Below 0.1 Torr, the quality factors are 

determined by damping mechanisms other than air damping. As a result, the pressure range 

where the quality factor is limited by air damping is roughly independent of the resonators’ 

porosity. 
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Figure 25. Measured quality factors of resonators. Above 0.1 Torr, data of the nonporous, fully-porous, 

and partially-porous silicon resonator are described by Q = 129/P0.953 (dash dot line), Q = 168/P0.808 

(dashed line) and Q = 135/P0.823 (solid line), respectively. Below that pressure, another energy loss 

mechanism limits the quality factor. 

 

 Vapor detection 3.3.3

Figure 26 contains characteristic frequency spectra showing shifts in the torsional mode 

resonant frequency under 5000 ppm of IPA (isopropyl alcohol) vapor. The resonant frequency 

shift is measured with respect to the partial pressure of IPA, which is normalized with respect to 

one atmosphere to provide units of ppm. The porous silicon resonator displays a frequency shift 

significantly greater than that of the nonporous silicon resonator. 
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Figure 26. Measured frequency spectra of (a) nonporous and (b) fully porous silicon resonators with no 

IPA (dashed line) and 5000 ppm of IPA (solid line). 

 

Resonators with l1 = 45 µm, w1 = 10 µm, l2 = w2 = 45 µm, and tetch = 20 seconds have been 

utilized to investigate how resonant frequency shifts are affected when the resonators are 

porosified. Figure 27 plots the different responses of the non-porous, fully-porous, and partially-

porous silicon resonators by the relative resonant frequency shift (the resonant frequency shift, ∆f 

is divided by the resonant frequency, f0) versus the IPA concentration. The fully-porous silicon 
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resonators show higher frequency shift ranging between 99% and 14% for different gas 

concentrations of 8500 ppm and 5000 ppm compared to the nonporous silicon resonators, 

whereas frequency shift of the partially-porous silicon resonator is enhanced ranging between 60% 

and 4%. Thus, by calculating slope of the normalized frequency shifts, the resonator sensitivity 

for fully-porous resonators and partially-porous resonators is improved up to 261% and 165%, 

respectively, as compared to nonporous silicon resonators. The higher sensitivity of fully-porous 

resonators as compared to partially-porous resonators could result from several causes: 
1) Reduction of the surface area of the partially-porous silicon resonator due to nonporous 

silicon torsional beams decreases the vapor mass adsorbed on the resonator 2) The initial mass of 

the partially-porous silicon resonator is larger than the fully-porous resonator, which is relevant 

because sensitivity is dependent upon fractional mass change of adsorbed species. 
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Figure 27. A comparison of relative frequency shifts vs. gas concentration. The error bars indicate the 

standard deviation in the data, which comprised five measurements at five minute intervals for each 

concentration. 

 

 The relative performances comparing the nonporous silicon resonator are summarized in 

Table 5 [72, 73]. It is demonstrated that the resolution of the partially-porous and fully-porous 

silicon resonator was reduced by 44% and 59%, respectively, as compared to the nonporous 

resonators. Since the partially-porous silicon resonator has enhanced quality factor as compared 

to the fully-porous resonator, its resolution should be enhanced [74]. Moreover, the weakened 

torsional beams of the fully-porous silicon structure limit further porosification for larger surface 

area, whereas the porous paddle of the partially-porous silicon structure can be porous-etched 

more deeply in order to further enhance the sensitivity.  
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Table 5. Relative performances for each type of resonator. 

Type of 
resonator 

Sensitivity a Noise b Resolution c 

Nonporous Si  i+ 
1_+ � W+ j+ 

Fully-porous Si  3.61	i+ 
10.46	_+ � 2.17	W+ 0.59	j+ 

Partially-porous 
Si  

2.65	i+ 
10.85	_+ � 1.17	W+ 0.44	i+ 

Each performance parameter is shown in relative values in terms of the nonporous 
silicon resonator.   

a Sensitivity	 � 	 uvwxvw	yz	{|<{y}	~��<�|�<xvw	~��<�|	yz	�|�{v}�<� 

bNoise ∝ 	 K�v���w�	z�~wy}  [26] 

cResolution	 ∝ 	 �y�{|�|<{�w���w�  
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 Receptor-coated porous silicon resonators Chapter 4

Surface treatments used in functionalization of sensors provide the devices further capability 

for sensing. To detect chemicals, cantilevers are typically functionalized with receptor materials 

that either specifically interact with the desired analyte or show a higher affinity response. For 

example, gold coated microcantilevers have been used to detect mercury vapor [75] and 

humidity sensors have been demonstrated with gelatin-coated cantilevers [76]. Also, various 

polymer films adsorb volatile organic compounds [77] or chemicals required for realizing an 

artificial nose [78]. 

This chapter focuses on silicon resonators with targeted regions of porosity and 

functionalization, combining the advantages of increased surface area of porous silicon with the 

structural strength of nonporous silicon and further adsorption by chemical treatment. 

4.1 Fabrication of receptor-coated porous silicon resonators 

The nonporous silicon resonator consists of whole polycrystalline silicon. Regions of the 

nonporous resonators can be converted to porous by electroless metal-assisted etching. 

Fabrication of each type of resonator using surface micromachining process is presented in 

Figure 28. As described in section 3.2, porous and nonporous silicon resonators are fabricated on 

the same wafer in order to quantify the enhancement in sensitivity. The resonators are fabricated 

on 4-inch (100) silicon wafers as the substrates, followed by depositions of 5.5-µm-thick silicon 

dioxide serving as a sacrificial layer and 470-nm-thick polycrystalline silicon by LPCVD. After 

the resonator structures are defined by photolithography and deep reactive ion etched, a standard 

photoresist (AZ 5214) is patterned to serve as a mask for selective porous etching. The surface is 

made porous using an electroless metal-assisted etching technique, which involves randomly 

depositing gold clusters as chemical catalysts [67].  
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Next, 25 nm-thick chromium and gold films are deposited for adhesion of the receptor coating. 

The electroless metal-assisted porous etching steps are omitted for the nonporous silicon 

resonators and the second photolithography for partial opening of the center paddle is omitted for 

fully-porous silicon resonators. Followed by liftoff of metal layers and sacrificial layer etch, the 

samples are coated with receptor solution. 4-MBA (4-mercaptobenzoic acid) is used as a receptor 

material since it interacts with alcohol through hydrogen bonds [79]. Fabricated partially-porous 

silicon resonator with receptor coating is shown in Figure 29.  
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Figure 28. Fabrication process for partially-porous silicon resonators. (a) Deposition of SiO2 and 

polycrystalline silicon by LPCVD. (b) Photolithography and polycrystalline silicon etching by DRIE for 

defining body of the resonator. (c) Photolithography for opening of selective porous region. (d) Random 

gold cluster coating. (e) Porous silicon etching and gold layer removal. (f) Cr/Au deposition as linker of 

receptor material. (g) Liftoff of Cr/Au. (h) Sacrificial layer etching and receptor coating. 
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Figure 29. SEM images of the partially-porous silicon resonator with receptor-coated Cr/Au film. Only 

the center paddle is porous-etched. The porous etched region is coated with Cr/Au film and 4-MBA as 

receptor material. 

 

4.2 Experimental results 

Figure 30 compares the dependence of resonant frequency and quality factor on the etch time 

for porosification (0-30 seconds) for resonators with different lengths of torsional beams (45-120 

µm). As porous etch times increase, the resonant frequencies of fully-porous and partially-porous 

silicon structures have opposite tendencies because the partial porous structures primarily have a 

decrease in mass, whereas the fully-porous structures also have a large decrease in stiffness due 

to the porous beams. Partially-porous silicon structures with metal and receptor coating have the 

same trends with uncoated partially-porous silicon structures except having a frequency offset 

due to additional coating of metal and receptor. The quality factor gets decreased gradually as 

surface-to-volume ratio of resonators increases due to further porous etch. Figure 30 (b) 

illustrates that the quality factors of the partially-porous structures are generally improved by 

employing nonporous silicon torsional beams. 
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Figure 30. Measured (a) resonant frequencies and (b) quality factors for different etch times and torsional 

beam lengths. The values of zero–second-etched condition indicate the case of nonporous silicon 

resonators. 

 

Figure 31 illustrates the different responses of each type of structure by the relative resonant 

frequency shift from different IPA concentration. The resonator sensitivities are calculated from 
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the slopes of the normalized frequency shifts. The relative sensitivities of partially-porous, fully-

porous, and receptor coated partially-porous structure are improved to 261%, 165%, and 654%, 

respectively. The partially-porous structures have a slightly smaller improvement in sensitivity 

when compared to the fully-porous structure because the fully-porous structures have higher 

surface area. Another reason is the initial mass of the partially-porous silicon resonator is greater 

than the fully-porous resonator, which is relevant because sensitivity is dependent upon 

fractional mass change of adsorbed gas molecules. 

 

 

Figure 31. A comparison of relative frequency shifts vs. gas concentration. The error bars indicate the 

standard deviation in the data, which comprised five measurements at five-minute intervals for each 

concentration. 

 

Relative resolution is inversely proportional to the product of sensitivity and quality factor [26, 

74], with low resolution being preferred. As shown in Table 6, it is demonstrated that the 

resolution was reduced to 44% of nonporous silicon structure in the case of the partially-porous 
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silicon structure, and 26% for the receptor-coated partially-porous silicon structure. In addition, 

torsional beams of the fully-porous silicon structure which are already weakened by 

porosification limit further porosification for larger surface area, whereas porous paddle of the 

partially-porous silicon structure can be porous-etched more deeply in order to further enhance 

the sensitivity. 

Therefore, enhanced chemical vapor sensitivity using partially porous functionalized silicon 

resonators by using a microscale device with nanoscale features is demonstrated. By keeping 

critical parts of the resonator non-porous, the mechanical stability of these resonators is 

improved over their fully porous counterparts. The combination of porous surface and 

functionalization for resonant sensing can be extended to many other adsorption-based sensing 

applications. 
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Table 6. Relative performance for each type of resonator. 

Type of resonator Sensitivity a Noise b Resolution c 

Nonporous Si  i+ 
1_+ � W+ j+ 

Fully-porous Si  3.61	i+ 
10.46	_+ � 2.17	W+ 0.59	j+ 

Partially-porous Si  2.65	i+ 
10.85	_+ � 1.17	W+ 0.44	j+ 

Partially-porous Si with 
4-MBA coating 

7.54	i+ 
10.49	_+ � 2.04	W+ 0.26	j+ 

Each performance parameter is shown in relative values in terms of the nonporous silicon 
resonator.   

a Sensitivity	 � 	 uvwxvw	yz	{|<{y}	~��<�|�<xvw	~��<�|	yz	�|�{v}�<� 

bNoise ∝ 	 K�v���w�	z�~wy}  [26] 

cResolution	 ∝ 	 �y�{|�|<{�w���w�  
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 ZIF-agglomerated resonant gas sensor using drop casting Chapter 5

manipulation 

It has been demonstrated that various functionalization methods [80, 81] or porous treatment 

[56, 82] of the sensor surface enable the sensors to have better sensitivity arising from more 

adsorption. In this chapter, the approach uses highly porous nanoparticles, ZIFs (zeolitic 

imidazolate frameworks) to provide both the sensitivity of nanoscale devices with the capture 

area of microscale devices and the selectivity to desired analytes, which is noteworthy because 

ZIFs have more surface area than any material previously used for resonant sensing [83].   

5.1 ZIF (zeolitic imidazolate frameworks) 

ZIFs are a new class of three-dimensional crystalline structures synthesized from transition 

metals bridged by imidazolate. ZIFs are receiving attention for gas storage due to their ultra-high 

surface area, and they show promise in filtering applications due to their tailorable nanoporosity 

[84, 85]. These properties of high surface area and tailorable nanoporosity (and therefore 

selectivity) are also attractive for various sensing methodologies, such as detecting changes of 

impedance [86], refractive index [87, 88], strain [89], and surface acoustic wave [90], as 

displayed in Figure 32. Previous research has investigated the potential for sensitivity 

enhancement with various porous material coatings on resonant sensors [56]. However, the work 

described here marks the first demonstration of resonant sensors using ZIFs, which is noteworthy 

because ZIFs have higher surface area than any material previously used for resonant sensing. As 

an example, ZIF-69, has a high Langmuir surface area of 1070 m2/g and a high affinity for CO2, 

enabling superior adsorption and selectivity properties [83, 91].  
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Figure 32. Various MOF (metal organic framework) sensors using the MOF’s property of high surface 

area. Sensor are based on change of (a) impedance [86], (b) and (c) refractive index [87, 88], (d) strain 

[89], and surface acoustic wave [90]. 

 

5.2 Fabrication process for integrating nanoparticles with released structures  

To detect chemical or biological entities, devices can be functionalized with appropriate 

chemical treatments that enhance sensitivity, specificity, or both. These chemical treatments 

typically require contact of the MEMS/NEMS devices with liquids, which creates challenges in 

designing process flows. Specifically, MEMS/NEMS devices are typically released very late in 

the process flow because the devices are fragile and susceptible to stiction after release. However, 

many functional coatings will not survive the high temperature processing or aggressive 

chemical etches that are typical in process flows. Thus, an inherent conflict exists between the 

fragility of released structures and the inability of some functional coatings to survive aggressive 
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process steps. From this conflict a need arises that both allows for the survival of functional 

coatings and prevents stiction of the devices during the wet processing commonly used to apply 

these coatings. 

Stiction, or adhesion, has been one of the most challenging problems for MEMS/NEMS yield 

and reliability [92, 93]. Common methods to avoid stiction during release include HF vapor 

etching [94] and supercritical point drying [95]. Another method is sublimation drying, where a 

rinsing liquid (e.g., p-dichlorobenzene (p-DCB)) is solidified and sublimated to avoid formation 

of a liquid-gas interface, thus eliminating capillary forces that can cause adhesion between 

released structures and the substrate [96].  

This chapter proposes and demonstrates a fabrication technique that circumvents the issues 

faced by conventional liquid-based functionalization methods, namely stiction, and 

incompatibility with standard microfabrication processes. The technique involves sublimation 

drying combined with photoresist reflow replacement of sublimated p-DCB. The proposed 

technique is applicable to a wide range of coatings and particles, and it is demonstrated here via 

coupling of nanoparticles to the surface of a MEMS resonant sensor. 

5.3 Device design 

The goal of this work is to investigate porous materials to enhance the sensitivity and 

sensitivity of the resonant sensors for gas sensing applications. As illustrated in Figure 33, 

selected regions of the resonator can be functionalized with nanoparticles to increase the 

adsorptive surface area.  
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Figure 33. (a) Sketch of the proposed nanoparticle-agglomerated resonator. ZIF nanoparticles are attached 

on a target region in the center paddle of the resonator. (b) Crystal structures of ZIF-69. The largest cage 

in each ZIF is shown with ZnN4 in blue and CoN4 in pink polyhedra, and the links in ball-and-stick 

presentation. The yellow ball indicates space in the cage. H atoms are omitted for clarity [91]. 

 

Coupling nanoparticles to the silicon resonator requires careful considerations of the thermal 

and chemical properties of the nanoparticles, as well as factors that affect the performance of the 

device, as follows. 

1) The synthesis and assembly of the ZIFs are separate, because ZIFs are synthesized through 

several wet chemical steps [83] whose comparability with the standard microfabrication has not 

been verified. Hence, typical deposition techniques including chemical vapor deposition, 

sputtering, thermal/e-beam evaporation and atomic layer deposition are not viable to assemble 
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nanoparticles. On the other hand, it is necessary to note that the separation of synthesizing 

nanoparticles from assembling them to a sensor structure gives a broader range of choices for 

functionalization of such resonator sensor.  

2) The nanoparticles should have maximum exposure to the surrounding environment to 

ensure maximum physical adsorption of analytes rather than being swamped in adhesive 

materials. The random spreading and nanomanipulation techniques [97, 98] are not suited for 

this case, because dense assembly of large amount of ZIFs is required.  

3) The nanoparticles should be deposited in targeted regions of the resonator, as opposed to 

blanket coatings. Targeting deposition of nanoparticles is preferred over blanket coating because 

covering the beams could lead to surface stresses, lowering the resonator quality factor due to 

surface-induced energy dissipation [40] and counterbalancing the resonant frequency shift due to 

increased bending stiffness of the beams [99].  

4) ZIFs are damaged at high temperatures greater than 390 ˚C or in acidic solutions, such as 

hydrofluoric acid (HF), sulfuric acid, and hydrochloric acid. Therefore, etching of the sacrificial 

layer must occur before assembly of the nanoparticles. To avoid stiction, a process that utilizes a 

thick photoresist as the second sacrificial layer during assembly of the nanoparticles has been 

devised. It is important to note that a diverse class of nanoparticles synthesized by various 

methods can be deposited with this technique, as the synthesis and assembly of the nanoparticles 

are separate in this process.  

5.4 Fabrication 

The nanoparticle-agglomerated microresonators in this work consist of 45-µm-long, 10-µm-

wide torsional beams and a 45-µm-long, 45-µm-wide center paddle. They are fabricated using 

sublimation drying with p-DCB and a two-step sacrificial layer process in combination with 
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standard surface micromachining processes. Unless otherwise specified, fabrication processes 

are carried out at room temperature. As depicted in Figure 34, the process starts with PECVD 

deposition (Plasmatherm 790) of a 5.5-µm-thick layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) at 250 ˚C as the 

first sacrificial layer on a 4-inch (100) silicon wafer. Next, a 470-nm-thick polysilicon structural 

layer is deposited via LPCVD (Tystar Titan II furnace) at 600 ˚C, patterned via photolithography 

(AZ 5214 photoresist and KarlSuss MA-6 aligner), and etched via deep reactive ion etching 

(SLR 770 ICP) to define the resonators (Figure 34 (a-b)). The SiO2 sacrificial layer is removed 

by immersing wafers in 49% HF solution for 150 seconds, followed by immersion in DI water 

(Figure 34 (c)). To eliminate capillary forces, the following immersion steps are performed. First, 

DI water is replaced with methanol, a low surface tension solvent. Methanol is then replaced 

with melted sublimation liquid, p-DCB, at ~65 ˚C. Finally, photoresist (PR) (AZ 4620) is 

immediately poured over the p-DCB (Figure 34 (d-e)). Immediate coating of PR is required 

because the p-DCB rapidly solidifies and begins to sublimate. The wafer is placed in a vacuum 

chamber, causing the solid p-DCB under the released structures to sublimate. The PR flows to 

replace the p-DCB as the p-DCB sublimates. After the p-DCB is fully sublimated, the device 

will be completely underfilled and covered by PR. The PR is then spun at 2500 rpm to create a 

uniform thickness for the nanoparticle molds.  

The PR is then patterned using conventional photolithography techniques into a mold for the 

nanoparticles (Figure 34 (f)). The PR layer plays dual roles in this process, acting as both the 

second sacrificial layer by providing support underneath the resonator and a mold for the 

nanoparticles on top of the resonator. The PR mold is filled with nanoparticles using the 

following steps. First, the nanoparticles are sonicated in DI water for 15 minutes to ensure 

uniformity of the nanoparticle dispersion in water then poured over the PR mold. A flat blade is 
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used to sweep across the surface of the mold and pack the nanoparticles into the trenches [83], 

ensuring agglomeration and attachment of the nanoparticles onto the center paddle of the 

resonator (Figure 34 (g)). The nanoparticles adhere onto the silicon surface without an adhesive 

layer, possibly a result of van der Waals forces [100].  

The nanoparticles utilized in this work are ZIF-69 (zeolitic imidazolate framework), which are 

synthetic, three-dimensional, crystalline structures constructed from zinc frameworks bridged by 

imidazolate units. ZIF-69 is prepared by a recently reported synthesis method [83]. They have 

random shapes less than 1 µm in diameter, and they exhibit a high affinity for CO2. For example, 

1 L of ZIF-69 can store 49.2 L of CO2 gas at 273 K [91]. The ZIF-69 nanoparticles cannot 

survive an HF etch or temperatures above 390 ºC but are impervious to the acetone used during 

final release of the structure, making them ideal candidates for use with this process. Other 

typical release methods, such as supercritical point drying and HF vapor etching, are not 

compatible with this two-step sacrificial process; both supercritical point drying and HF vapor 

etching would fully release the structure, and refilling released structures could lead to surface 

tension forces and stiction. 

Finally, the PR is removed with acetone to release the nanoparticle-agglomerated resonator 

(Figure 34 (h)), and sublimation drying of p-DCB is performed again to avoid stiction. The 

second sublimation drying procedure does not prevent the nanoparticles from providing 

enhanced surface area for adsorption, as it is performed at relatively low temperature (~ 65 ˚C) 

and adsorbed p-DCB is completely removed by sublimation in a vacuum desiccator for three 

hours. 
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Figure 34. Fabrication process for ZIF-agglomerated resonator by a drop casting. (a) Depositing of SiO2 

and polysilicon. (b) Patterning body of the resonator. (c) Etching the sacrificial layer. (d) After rinsing, 

replacement of rinsing liquid with melted p-DCB. (e) Coating thick photoresist. (f) Patterning the 

photoresist support structure as a sacrificial layer and cavities for a target region of ZIF particles. It is 

important to note that the PR support replaces the solid p-DCB under the released resonator and also 

defines the mold on top of the resonator. (e) Sweeping of distributed ZIF particles by a flat blade, leaving 

packed ZIFs in the cavity. (f) Dissolution of the PR support layer and sublimation drying with p-DCB. 
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The PR is shown to successfully reflow and replace the sublimated p-DCB, as shown in 

Figure 35. The PR support as the second sacrificial layer completely covers the torsional beam of 

the released silicon resonator; however, when the PR is coated after sublimation of the p-DCB is 

completely finished (i.e., no replacement of the PR with the p-DCB), the resonator becomes 

adhered to the substrate, as presented in Figure 36. Once the support PR is baked, it adequately 

supports the resonator structure during the subsequent process steps, including when direct force 

is applied during packing of the nanoparticles. Figure 37 represents several images of samples 

where the ZIF nanoparticle agglomerates (10 µm in diameter, 5 µm thick) are coupled on the 

silicon resonators. Resonators are adhered to the substrate when sublimation drying is not used 

(Figure 37 (a-b)) and are successfully released when sublimation drying is used (Figure 37 (c-d)). 

The PR support layer becomes slightly thinner under the resonator arising from the centrifugal 

forces of PR spinning. This thinning of PR induces strain and results in resonator bending 

(Figure 38 (b)). As demonstrated in Figure 37 and Figure 38, no residues are visible after 

sublimation drying. 
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Figure 35. SEM images of resonator cross-sections. (a) Cross-section taken along BB’ after definition of 

the resonator structure. (b) Cross-section taken along CC’ after patterning of the PR support layer. The PR 

support as the second sacrificial layer completely covers the torsional beam of the released polysilicon 

resonator. 
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Figure 36. SEM image of resonator cross-section cross-section taken along CC’ in Figure 35 when the PR 

is coated after sublimation of the p-DCB is completely finished (i.e., no replacement of the PR with the p-

DCB). The resonator becomes adhered to the substrate. 

 

 

Figure 37. Tilted SEM images of the ZIF-agglomerated resonators. (a) and (b) the resonator of the same 

design is usually adhered to the substrate if measures are not taking to address stiction (i.e. after removal 

of the PR support with acetone, the sample is air dried). However, (c) and (d) the resonator is successfully 

released by the aid of the sublimation drying of p-DCB.  
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Figure 38. SEM images. (a) A silicon resonator without nanoparticles. (b) A ZIF-agglomerated resonator 

with a 10 µm × 10 µm × 3 µm casting of ZIFs by the drop casting method. (c) Enlarged image of ZIFs 

attached on the surface of the resonator. (d) Enlarged image of agglomerated ZIFs 

 

5.5 Experimental results 

The ZIF-agglomerated resonators are tested using the Laser Doppler vibrometer system and 

the network analyzer to verify their potential use as gas sensors. The influence of the process on 

resonant frequency is described in Figure 39. The fabrication-induced bending of the resonator 

beams (Figure 38 (b)) leads to an increase in resonant frequency. The addition of ZIF particles 

shifts the resonant frequency downward due to the increase in mass. However, standard 

deviation of the resonant frequency was between ~1-2% for each of the three processing 
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techniques, implying the PR support technique does not have a considerable effect on uniformity 

of the devices.  

 

 

Figure 39. Resonator frequency distribution and response to gas. The resonant frequency distribution of 

the silicon resonators without the PR support technique (i.e., just a single p-DCB release), with the PR 

support technique (and resulting bending) with no nanoparticles, and with the PR support technique and 

nanoparticles. Standard deviation of the resonant frequencies is 3.87 kHz, 2.40 kHz, and 5.03 kHz, 

respectively. Each data point is for a separate device. Eight devices were measured for each category. 

 

To estimate the ZIF sensing properties, control experiments are performed using silicon 

resonators without ZIFs, which will subsequently referred to as silicon resonators. The measured 

short-term frequency noise floor and quality factor of the resonators are shown in Figure 40. The 

standard deviations of the resonant frequencies of the ZIF-agglomerated and the silicon resonator 

are 11.42 Hz (49 ppm) and 2.89 Hz (12 ppm), respectively. Temperature-induced frequency drift 

for silicon resonators is one possible noise source, as the temperature dependence of Young’s 

modulus causes a frequency shift of approximately 10 ppm/˚C [101, 102]. Also, a mismatch of 
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thermal expansion coefficient of additional material (i.e., ZIFs in this work) might induce stress 

and a resulting frequency shift [103]. The presence of ZIFs on the resonators reduces the quality 

factor by a factor of three. Surface-induced energy dissipation [40] is one possible cause of the 

quality factor degradation seen when ZIFs are added to the resonator. The minimum detectable 

mass is calculated as δ� � 2��0/0+ [104], where � (~3.1×10-9 g) and �0/0+ are the total mass 

and noise floor of the resonator, respectively. Hence, the limit of detection of the ZIF-

agglomerated resonator for gas sensing is expected to be ~0.3 pg. 
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Figure 40. Measured noise floor and Q factors of the systems with (a) the ZIF-agglomerated resonator and 

(b) the silicon resonator during 1000 s measurement period with a 0.62 Hz resolution bandwidth. 

 

Figure 41 contains characteristic frequency spectra showing shifts and real time frequency 

measurements under different gas conditions. When 1500 ppm IPA (isopropyl alcohol) is 

introduced into the testing chamber, 575 Hz frequency drop is observed that is about 50 times the 

11 Hz noise floor. The responses are repeatedly recovered to their baseline values upon removal 

of gas, indicating reversible adsorption. 
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Figure 41. Measured performance of the ZIF-agglomerated resonant gas sensors. (a) Frequency spectra of 

with no CO2 (dashed line) and 9000 ppm of CO2 (solid line). (b) A typical set of real time frequency shifts 

exposed to IPA and CO2 gas. 

 

Figure 42 presents a typical set of measured frequency shift of the ZIF-agglomerated 

resonator. Figure 43 shows ∆f / f0 resulting from adsorption and desorption of different gases and 

the different responses to gas of the silicon resonators with and without ZIF coupling. Whereas 

the frequency shifts of the silicon resonator without ZIFs during gas adsorption are almost 
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negligible because of the insufficient adsorption, the resonant frequency of the ZIF-agglomerated 

resonators changes substantially due to the increase in surface area afforded by assembled ZIFs. 

The process flow was designed to avoid adhesive binders that could clog the ZIFs, enabling this 

enhanced sensitivity to be realized. Nevertheless, the accumulation of gas on the ZIFs is likely to 

inhibit further absorption at some point, leading to saturation and reduced sensitivity at higher 

concentrations. 
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Figure 42. (a) A typical set of measured frequency shifts for ZIF-agglomerated resonators exposed to CO2 

gas, (b) resonant frequency vs. analyte gas pressure (CO2) extracted from (a).  
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Figure 43. Response of the ZIF-agglomerated, porous, and silicon resonant gas sensors to N2, IPA and 

CO2 gas. 

 

As a result, the ZIF-agglomerated resonators show higher frequency shifts ranging between 35 

and 78 times for different gas concentrations compared to resonators without ZIFs. Furthermore, 

because of the inherent selectivity of ZIFs [83], the ZIF-agglomerated resonator has 1.7 times 

higher sensitivity to CO2 than IPA in spite of the lighter molar mass of CO2. Assuming that the 

frequency shift is affected only by the mass change, the mass adsorbed on ZIF-agglomerated 

resonator for a CO2 concentration of 2500 ppm is calculated to be 51 pg from Equation 11. As an 

areal mass of CO2 is calculated as 28 ng/cm2 [105], the amount adsorbed onto the ZIF-

agglomerated resonator corresponds to 37 monolayers on the silicon resonator surface of 4900 

µm2, which implies the adsorption of the ZIF-agglomerated resonator occurs not only on the 
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surface but also inside the ZIFs as desired. Therefore, the ZIFs enhance the surface area for gas 

detection, enabling the sensitivity of the gas sensor to be improved.  
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 ZIF-coupled resonant gas sensor using dielectrophoretic Chapter 6

nanoassembly 

 

Although the ZIF-agglomerated resonator using the drop casting method in Chapter 5 

demonstrates enhancement of the sensitivity as a gas sensor, it can raise reproducibility issue in 

terms of fabrication arising from handling ZIF particles by hand-controlled flat blade. In addition, 

gas adsorption of inner ZIFs of the ZIF agglomerate is likely to be limited at high concentration 

range of gas. Direct growth [106], catalyst [107], random spreading [97], nanomanipulation [98, 

108], and bonding [109] have been demonstrated for positioning nanoparticles. However, such 

methods are not suited for assembling ZIFs as a sensing material, because dense assembly of 

large amount of ZIFs is required. Considering uniform assembly and maximum exposure to 

surrounding gas, dielectrophoresis force can be utilized for alternative ways for assembling ZIF 

nanoparticles. 

6.1 Dielectrophoresis  

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) has been demonstrated as a simple and effective method to rapidly 

manipulate, sort, and assemble both biological and synthetic colloidal particles. DEP force acting 

on a particle caused by the interfacial polarization between the particle and the media in a non-

uniform electric field is predicted as [110],  

Equation 16 〈��Ob〉 � 2B�M�/j��c��∇|�|� 

Equation 17 

j��c�� � �� � �/�� " 2�/ 
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where � is the particle radius, j��c�� is real part of Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor, �/ is the 

permittivity of the media, �� is the permittivity of the particle and � is the electric field. Here, 

the CM factor is used as an indicator that describes how effective the polarization varies with the 

material properties and the frequency of the applied electric field, and is bounded by 1 and -0.5 

[111]. The CM factor is determined as a function of frequency by measuring velocities of 

particles when the particles are moved by DEP force generated by coplanar electrodes [110].   

At low frequencies it is possible to induce positive DEP (j��c�� > 0), where particles are 

attracted to an electrode edge. Transition to negative DEP occurs at high frequencies, where 

particles are repelled into regions of low electric field strength. As ZIFs are newly developed 

materials, thorough experimental study regarding DEP characteristics of ZIFs has not yet been 

performed. Thus, properties regarding the DEP phenomenon, such as crossover frequency and 

CM factor, are studied in this work for ZIFs assembly.  

 Simulation of DEP force 6.1.1

The two dimensional FEM simulation is carried out using the AC/DC module of COMSOL 

Multiphysics 4.2. A 200 µm wide, 100 µm high chamber is designed with five electrodes on the 

bottom surface. The parallel electrodes are modeled with a height of 1 µm, a width of 10 µm, 

and variable spacing between 1 µm and 90 µm on the bottom surface. For the electrostatics 

simulation, 5 V voltages are applied on the odd number electrodes, ground on the even number 

electrode, and zero charge on the outer boundary and the bottom surface.  

Figure 44 shows DEP force plots from the normal electric field lines around the 

microelectrodes, assuming particles of 1 µm in radius, CM factor of 0.5. The arrows and 

streamlines have uniform density to show only the directions of DEP force, which is towards the 

electrode edges. According to the electric field gradient, DEP force is maximum close to the 
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electrode edges. When the spacing is increased from 1µm to 90 µm, Figure 44 (e) shows the 

change in the DEP forces at the tip regions. For a short spacing of 1 µm the DEP force has a 

maximum value in the order of 10-8 N and confined very strongly at the edges. The arrows 

depicting the electric field gradient are directed toward electrode edges. As the spacing is 

increased to 90 µm, the DEP force decreases by almost an order of magnitude to 10-9 N. Also, 

the directions of the arrows diverge and point towards the two electrode edges separately.  
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Figure 44. Two dimensional simulations for parallel electrodes with a spacing of (a) 5 µm, (b) 20 µm, (c) 

40 µm, and (d) 80 µm. (Surface plot: log10(DEP force) [N], Arrows and stream lines: ∇|�|2[V2m-3], Arrow 

lengths do not represent magnitude of the electric field gradient.) (e) DEP forces are calculated through 

parametric study as the electrode gaps are changed.  

 

 Measurements of Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor 6.1.2

When a particle is suspended in a fluid, DEP force can dominate electrokinetic 

hydrodynamical forces, such as ac electro-osmosis and the electrothermal effect [112]. Thus, the 
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drag force for a spherical particle with the velocity Uparticle in a fluid with the viscosity η is given 

by  

Equation 18 ���2 � 6B����2������  

When the DEP is induced by an ac voltage, the particle begins to move by a pure DEP regime. 

Therefore, the drag force to the particle comes from the DEP, indicating ���2 � 〈��Ob〉. From 

Equation 16, the CM factor of the particle can be determined by 

Equation 19 

j��c�� �  ��2������  

where   � M¡��¢£∇|O|� 
To experimentally determine the CM factor of ZIF-69 [110], the following setup is prepared 

to measure velocities of particles in solution. Each device used for experimental studies consists 

of a glass substrate (Pyrex 7740) containing parallel gold electrodes with different width and 

spacing. A PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) cover, containing a recessed chamber and inlet/outlet 

is then placed on top of the glass to form a completed channel. The 100 µm thick electrodes are 

fabricated using a lift-off process. The chambers and channels are created using PDMS replica 

molding, where the mold is formed by a three dimensional printer (Objet 24) [113]. Figure 45 

shows experimental setup with an assembled PDMS mold, electrodes and tubes for ZIF 

dispersion.  
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Figure 45. Schematic and photos of the experimental setup for dielectrophoretic particle capture.  

 

Particle motions are recorded via a CCD camera at 59 frames/second. Recorded videos are 

then analyzed by IMAGEJ software [114]. The particle tracker plug-in is capable of tracking 

multiple particles and calculating the velocity of each particle. Figure 46 shows a typical 

parameter setup of the particle tracking software. The average velocities are multiplied by the 

factor α by Equation 19, where the COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 simulations extract the electric 

field gradient.  
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Figure 46. An example setup of the particle tracking plug-in. By controlling a threshold of brightness of 

the recorded video, particles to be tracked are selected.  

 

As shown in Figure 47, at low frequencies ZIFs are collected along the edge of the electrodes, 

indicating positive DEP dominant ranges. As the frequency is raised, the strength of positive 

DEP becomes diminished and is replaced with negative DEP for any applied frequency. Thus, 

ZIFs accumulate on the center of the electrode, between electrodes, or may even levitate above 

the electrodes. On intermediate regime some particles are observed to form chains along the 

electric field gradient lines due to interparticle electrostatic interactions [115]. Experimental CM 

factor values for ZIF-69 particles are plotted in Figure 48, indicating that the crossover frequency 

between positive- and negative DEP is around 300 kHz.  
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Figure 47. Coplanar electrodes (10 µm wide and 15 µm spacing) with ZIF-69 particles at 10 kHz, 200 

kHz and 1 MHz suspended in DI water. The particles are attracted to the edges of the electrode by 

positive DEP at 10 kHz and are repelled to the center gaps between electrodes by negative DEP at 1 MHz. 

 

 

 

Figure 48. Clausius–Mossotti (CM) factor as a function of frequency for ZIF-69 in a range of 10 kHz up 

to 2 MHz. Particle motions are recorded and the CM factors were extracted by their velocities. The 

crossover frequency for positive- and negative DEP is ~300 kHz.  
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6.2 Fabrication 

The ZIF-coupled microresonators are designed to have a 450-nm-thick, 45-µm-long, 45-µm-

wide center paddle, which is fixed to anchors through 450-nm-thick, 45-µm-long, 10-µm-wide 

torsional beams. They are fabricated using DEP for ZIF assembly and a two-step sacrificial layer 

process in combination with standard surface micromachining processes. As depicted in Figure 

49, the process starts with PECVD deposition of a 5.5-µm-thick layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) at 

250 ºC as the first sacrificial layer and with LPCVD deposition of a 450-nm-thick polysilicon at 

600 ºC as a structural layer on a 4-inch (100) silicon wafer. Next the structural layer is patterned 

via photolithography and etched via deep reactive ion etching to define the resonators (Figure 49 

(a)). Cr/Au (chromium/gold) electrodes are fabricated by a lift-off process on the silicon surface 

for planar electrodes to generate DEP force (Figure 49 (b). After covering photoresist (PR) 

passivation layer for the metal electrode (Figure 49 (c), the SiO2 sacrificial layer is removed by 

immersing wafers in 49% HF solution for 300 seconds, followed by immersion in DI water.  In 

this case, there are no etch holes on the center paddle to ease patterning of the the Cr/Au 

electrodes, so that longer etch by HF solution is required to fully release the structure. Additional 

etch of SiO2 under the fixed pad edges is offset by controlling the size of the PR passivation that 

covers the fixed pad. Next, the same steps described in section 5.4 is performed for the PR 

replacement technique (Figure 49 (d-f)).  
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Figure 49. Fabrication process for ZIF-coupled resonator using DEP. (a) Patterning body of the resonator. 

(b) Lift-off for planar electrodes. (c) Covering passivation layer for the metal electrodes. (d) Etching the 

first sacrificial layer and filling p-DCB underneath the resonator. (e) Pouring thick photoresist over the 

solid p-DCB. (f) Reflowing the photoresist and patterning it as the second sacrificial layer and cavity for a 

target region of ZIF particles. (g) Assembling ZIF particles by DEP-induced attractive force. (f) Releasing 

the ZIF-coupled resonator. 
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ZIFs are assembled using the following steps (Figure 49 (g). First, ZIF-69 particles are 

sonicated in DI water for 15 minutes to ensure uniformity of ZIF dispersion and then poured over 

the PR mold. To generate DEP force, an ac voltage of 5 Vpp at a frequency of 10 kHz by a 

function generator is applied on the planar electrode. Until the DI water of the poured ZIF 

dispersion is evaporated, ZIFs are collected and aligned on electrodes of the center paddle. ZIFs 

adhere onto the silicon surface without an adhesive binder, possibly a result of van der Waals 

forces [100]. Finally, the PR is removed with acetone to release the ZIF-coupled resonator 

(Figure 49 (h), and sublimation drying of p-DCB is performed again to avoid stiction.  

 

Figure 50 compares the fabricated silicon resonators with and without ZIFs. ZIFs appear to 

spread more than the previous results by the drop casting (See Figure 38). By virtue of dense ZIF 

dispersion, electrodes on the target region are heavily covered with ZIF particles. 
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Figure 50. Tilted-view SEM images of the fabricated resonators without ZIFs (left) and with ZIFs (right). 

ZIF-69 particles assembled on the surface of the resonator are shown as an inset. 

 

6.3 Test setup for self-oscillating 

The motions of the ZIF-coupled gas sensors are measured at room temperature with a test 

setup that consists of a Laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV, Polytec OFV-5000) and a custom-built 

vacuum chamber, as illustrated in Figure 51. Resonator vibration is differentially detected using 

two laser signals, one focused on the resonator and the other focused on the anchor of the 

resonator.  

The real time mass sensing is enabled by the incorporation of the resonator into a closed-loop 

to satisfy Barkhausen criteria that the loop gain of the system is equal to unity and the phase shift 
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around the loop is zero or an integer multiple of 2π for oscillation at the resonant frequency, as 

presented in Figure 51 (b). Namely, 

Equation 20 |U�;¤
¥�;¤
| � 1 

∡�H(j¤
¥�;¤
� � 2B§, (n = 0, ±1, ±2… ) 

Here, H(jω) is a frequency response of the resonator itself, and G(jω) is a frequency response of 

the feedback circuit. Given the mechanical resonator with nonzero dissipation, it is clear that the 

resonator itself does not satisfy the Barkhausen criteria without the auxiliary feedback circuit for 

oscillation [73].  

The feedback circuit for a self-sustainable oscillation consists of a gain control, a phase 

control, and low pass filter in sequence. A schematic for the circuit is illustrated in Figure 51 (b). 

The first stage for the gain control employs an inverting amplifier with a variable gain, which is 

determined by 

Equation 21 

¥�¨§ � 	� j�j 2�� 

 

By changing the resistance of Rx, the gain of the feedback circuit is controllable so as to 

maintain unity loop gain. The resonator itself has a gain less than 1, and thus its gain requires to 

be amplified by a following positive feedback, whereas in this case the resonating part (including 

the LDV system) excluding the feedback circuit has a gain greater than 1. The conversion of 

mechanical motion to an electrical output signal by the LDV system results in a gain greater than 

unity. Therefore, the first stage of the feedback circuit is to lower the gain to unity.  
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The second stage is an active all-pass filter having a unity gain, and the resistor at the positive 

input terminal of the amplifier controls the phase of this stage. The phase of the second stage is  

Equation 22 

Phase � 180° � 2�§ªK�¤j«c�32��
 
The phase of the second stage varies between 0° and 180° with the variable resistance of Ry.  

At the third stage, a low pass filter removes low frequency signals that can impose drift to the 

overall system by improper bias. A resistor and a capacitor readily achieve the low pass filter. 

The third stage is followed by a buffer that isolates the entire feedback circuit from the resonator 

in order to avoid a loading effect of the resonator on the oscillation circuit. Values of 

components used in the feedback circuit are compared in Table 7. 
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Figure 51. (a) Experimental setup for the self-oscillation of the resonator. (b) Schematic diagram of the 

feedback circuit. 

 

Table 7. Summary of the feedback circuit design.  

Function Parameter Value 

Gain control stage 
Rgain 20 kΩ 

Rx 0 – 5 kΩ 

Phase control stage 

Rphase 2 kΩ 

Cphase 1 nF 

Ry 0 -5 kΩ 

DC block  
& buffer stage 

CLPR 100 pF 

RLPF 6 kΩ 
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6.4 Experimental results 

Figure 52 shows ∆f / f0 resulting from adsorption of different gases and the responses to gas of 

the silicon resonators with and without ZIF coupling using an open-loop connected by a network 

analyzer. Inset is a set of frequency spectra showing change of resonant frequency by adsorption 

of 2500 ppm CO2. The ZIF-coupled resonator has a Q factor of 1600.  

 

 

Figure 52. Sensing responses of the ZIF-coupled resonant gas sensors as a function of IPA/CO2 gas 

concentration. The resonator with ZIFs assembled by DEP shows higher sensitivity than the resonator 

with ZIFs agglomerated by drop casting. 

 

Whereas the frequency shifts of the silicon resonator without ZIFs during gas adsorption are 

almost negligible due to the insufficient adsorption, the resonant frequency of the ZIF-coupled 

resonators changes substantially due to the increase in surface area afforded by assembled ZIFs. 
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The results are compared with the ZIF-agglomerated resonator of Chapter 5, which are obtained 

using the ZIF-agglomerated resonator through a drop casting method. Since the agglomerated 

ZIFs are likely to obstruct further adsorption of gas into internal ZIFs, the response saturates and 

the sensitivity gets lower for higher gas concentration range. On the other hand, scattered ZIFs, 

which are assembled by DEP, have increased exposure to the surrounding environment so as to 

make maximum contact with gas analytes. Hence, the responses of the ZIF-coupled resonator are 

approximately linear for entire concentration ranges, indicating that the gas analytes are 

smoothly transferred to each assembled ZIF particle. 

As a result, the ZIF-coupled resonators show enhanced sensitivity ranging between 84 and 54% 

for different gas concentrations compared to the ZIF-agglomerated resonator, and ranging 

between 44 and 56 times compared to the silicon resonator without ZIF. Furthermore, because of 

the inherent selectivity of ZIFs, the ZIF-coupled resonator has higher sensitivity to CO2 than IPA 

(isopropyl alcohol) in spite of the lighter molar mass of CO2. Assuming that the frequency shift 

is affected only by the mass change, the mass adsorbed on ZIF-coupled resonator for a CO2 

concentration of 5200 ppm is calculated to be 108 pg from Equation 11. As an areal mass of CO2 

is calculated as 28 ng/cm2, adsorbed amount onto the ZIF-coupled resonator corresponds to 78 

monolayers on the silicon resonator surface of 4900 µm2, which implies the adsorption of the 

ZIF-coupled resonator occurs not only on the surface but also inside the ZIFs as desired. 

Therefore, the ZIFs enhance the surface area for gas detection, further enabling the sensitivity of 

the gas sensor to be improved.  

Reactions of ZIFs with different gas molecules affect not only the amplitude of frequency 

shift, but also the time required for adsorption. The real time detection for the resonant frequency 

is performed with the closed-loop measurements described in section 6.3 with a period of 50 
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msec, as presented in Figure 53. The ZIF-coupled resonators are exposed to a series of IPA or 

CO2 gas pulses. The resonant frequency decreases rapidly during the injection of gas, and then 

recovers repeatedly to its baseline values upon removal of gas, indicating reversible adsorption. 

The frequency shifts reach a steady state within less than 10 seconds. 

The measured short-term noise floor is presented in the inset of Figure 53 (b). The standard 

deviation of the resonant frequencies is 13.5 Hz (58 ppm). The minimum detectable mass is 

calculated as δ� � 2��0/0+ [104], where � (~3.1×10-9 g) and �0/0+  are the total mass and 

noise floor of the resonator, respectively. Hence, the limit of detection of the ZIF-coupled 

resonator for gas sensing is expected to ~0.35 pg. When 1300 ppm IPA is introduced into the 

testing chamber, 495 Hz frequency drop is observed that is about 36 times higher than the noise 

floor. 
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Figure 53. (a) Real time gas sensing experiment with the ZIF-coupled resonator and (b) measured noise 

floor is over the course of 300 sec. The standard deviation value reflects attainment of ~0.35 pg mass 

resolution. 

 

 During each adsorption, a global fit is performed on the experimental curve according to the 

time-dependent exponential decay of resonant frequency,  
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Equation 23 0�
 � ∆0��¬���/
� 
where ∆0 is the amplitude of frequency shift, and  is the decay constant, as shown in Figure 54. 

Table 8 compares the fit parameters that depend on both the concentration of the arriving analyte 

and its selectivity with ZIF-69. The decay constants for IPA and CO2 are 1.43±0.28 and 

0.49±0.17, respectively, which have consistent values depending on chemical specificity of ZIF-

69 to gas species. Faster frequency shift with CO2 is attributed to inherent selectivity of ZIF-69. 

Accordingly, in addition to their sensitivity enhancement, ZIF-coupled resonator by DEP appears 

to offer remarkable selectivity. In other words, the distinct response patterns from both amplitude 

of frequency shift and decay constant can provide information about both species and 

concentration of specific gas molecules that has adsorbed onto the sensor, indicating significant 

chemical recognition ability of the ZIF-coupled resonator sensor.  
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Figure 54. (a) Expanded view of the frequency drop from adsorption of IPA (blue) and CO2 (red) with a 

period of 50 msec. The experimental curves are fit to an exponential decay function (light blue and light 

red solid lines) and the each fitting parameters are compared in Table 8. (b) The decay constants for IPA 

and CO2 are 1.43±0.28 and 0.49±0.17, respectively. 
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Table 8. Fitting parameters of experimental frequency drops arising from different concentration of IPA 

and CO2. 

Gas IPA CO2 

Concentration 
[ppm] 

Frequency shift, ®0 
Decay constant, 

τ 
Frequency shift, ®0 

Decay constant, 
τ 

1300 606.64 1.64 1460.54 0.32 

2600 1110.26 1.49 2246.66 0.51 

3900 1519.30 1.14 3547.28 0.55 

5200 2203.10 1.44 3629.07 0.56 

 

In summary, DEP properties for ZIF-69 were studied for the first time, and the assembly 

technique using DEP force on a freestanding MEMS structure was also investigated. This study 

demonstrated sensitivity and selectivity improvement of chemical vapor sensing using ZIF-

coupled resonators, which have ultrahigh surface area as compared to solid resonators. By using 

a microscale device with nanoscale features, the advantages of both size scales could be 

leveraged (i.e., microscale capture area with nanoscale sensitivity).  
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 Conclusions Chapter 7

Either decreasing the dimensions of the resonator or increasing the adsorbed mass is a viable 

method to improve sensitivity of a resonant sensor (i.e., larger fractional frequency shifts (∆f / 

f0)). Scaling down of the device brings additional challenges, such as limited operating 

environment, reduction of quality factor, and increase in accumulation time required to adsorb 

analytes in low concentration. This study developed highly porous surfaces to provide both the 

sensitivity of nanoscale devices with the capture area of microscale devices and the selectivity to 

desired analytes. For this purpose, the silicon micromechanical resonant sensors with different 

porous treatments were fabricated at the Nanoelectronics Research Facility at UCLA. 

Firstly, a porous silicon surface directly formed on the resonator surface was studied because 

it can be developed with little added complexity to fabrication, functionalization, and readout, 

which may be accompanied with an addition of surface coating. Using the electroless metal-

assisted method, characteristics of resonant sensors with nonporous silicon, fully-porous silicon, 

and partially-porous silicon surfaces were compared. It was demonstrated that the sensor 

resolution can be optimized by using partially-porous resonators to achieve a better combination 

of sensitivity and quality factor. The chemical functionalization of the partially-porous resonators 

was also investigated, enabling the sensor to have further enhancement of the sensitivity of more 

than just the physical limits of the structure itself. 6.5 times enhancement of sensitivity and 26% 

improvement of resolution were demonstrated using the partially-porous silicon resonator with 

4-MBA coating, compared with the silicon resonator without any porous treatment or 

functionalization.  

Next, surface micromachined nanoparticle-coupled resonant sensors were designed and 

evaluated. ZIF nanoparticles on the silicon resonator provided the sensitivity improvement due to 
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their high surface area and the selectivity due to chemical treatment of their organic linkers. To 

assemble ZIFs with the silicon resonator, drop casting and DEP techniques have been utilized. 

However, coupling ZIFs requires careful considerations of the thermal and chemical properties 

of the particles themselves, as well as factors that affect the performance of the sensor. Hence, a 

novel fabrication technique was developed, allowing deposition of ZIFs on released resonators 

by providing a temporary support layer of photoresist. The keys of the fabrication of ZIF-

coupled resonators are 1) separating etching of the sacrificial layer from assembly of the 

nanoparticles, 2) using photoresist replacement of sublimated p-dichlorobenzene for temporary 

support, and 3) assembling ZIFs on targeted regions with either drop casting or DEP technique.  

Experimental results demonstrated sensitivity and selectivity improvement of chemical vapor 

sensing using ZIF-coupled resonators, which have ultrahigh surface area as compared to the solid 

silicon resonators. The ZIF-coupled resonators by the DEP showed enhanced sensitivity up to 84% 

for compared to the ZIF-agglomerated resonator by the drop casting, and 158 times compared to 

the silicon resonator without ZIF. Moreover, the distinct response patterns from both amplitude 

of frequency shift and decay constant can provide information about discrimination and 

concentration and of specific gas molecules that has adsorbed onto the sensor.  

Four major contributions resulted from this work: (1) By using a microscale device with 

nanoscale features, the advantages of both size scales could be leveraged (i.e., microscale capture 

area with nanoscale sensitivity). (2) By coupling ZIF nanoparticles, significant chemical 

recognition ability of the microfabricated resonant sensor was validated with experiments. (3) A 

process was presented for localizing nanoparticles that are not compatible with standard 

microfabrications on the surface of MEMS/NEMS devices. This technique is applicable to 

enable a wide range of nanoparticles to be assembled with MEMS/NEMS devices, making 
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resonators useful for a wide variety of adsorption-based sensing applications. (4) DEP 

phenomena for ZIFs were studied, and were utilized to manipulate ZIFs onto the resonant 

devices.  

Future work for better resolution, sensitivity and selectivity studies of the resonant sensors 

could include studies of structure design to gain higher quality factor [116-118], adsorption-

induced surface stress and its effect on resonant frequency to assemble more ZIFs without a 

counterbalanced resonant frequency shift due to the stress change [99, 119], and separated 

responses for various chemical compounds and their mixtures [21, 120].  
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